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Abstract: Individuals with low vision (LV) face daily wayfinding challenges, struggling with route
establishment, direction recognition, and obstacle avoidance. Mobile navigation, though commonly
relied upon, often clashes with LV visual conditions, particularly central scotomas from diseases like
age-related macular degeneration (AMD), hindering the relay of crucial wayfinding information.
Addressing this, we introduced a novel guidance interface post-literature review. In a VR-based user
study involving 25 participants simulating LV experience, our map guidance interface enabled quicker
navigation, improving system usability and presence. The resulting performance paralleled that of
normal-vision individuals. This study demonstrated that modifying familiar navigation interfaces
effectively addresses visual impairment conflicts, enhancing outdoor navigation for individuals with
LV. The modifications extend benefits, enabling comparable wayfinding ease to individuals with
normal vision.
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1. Introduction

Individuals with LV face daily challenges, even when utilizing optical aids such as
glasses or lenses, owing to conditions that impair their sight [1]. Globally, more than
200 million people experience LV symptoms, and 65% of the population aged over 50 ex-
perience vision loss attributable to various conditions [2]. These conditions hinder the
ability of those with LV to perceive information or situations in their surroundings, thereby
complicating several daily tasks, such as reading, driving, and object finding.

Among these tasks, wayfinding has been identified as particularly challenging for
individuals with LV [3]. This task requires individuals to gather environmental information,
recognize their current location, establish a path to their destination, and ensure safe
walking, avoiding collisions with obstacles and other pedestrians. Individuals with normal
vision depend on their wide field of view and clear visual acuity for seamless navigation. In
contrast, individuals with LV face challenges and experience elevated cognitive workload
when performing a wayfinding task owing to their restricted visual function.

Addressing these challenges necessitates the use of assistive technologies to aid indi-
viduals with LV in wayfinding tasks. Given their difficulty accessing visual information,
such as signs or route guidance, several assistive devices have been suggested to convey
crucial wayfinding data through auditory or haptic feedback [4–8]. These methods have
improved wayfinding capabilities for individuals with LV. However, those with LV often
prefer to utilize their residual vision for daily tasks [3]. Therefore, utilizing visual feedback
to enhance the usability of their residual vision, such as through mobile navigation appli-
cations or AR glasses, is deemed a more appropriate strategy for individuals with LV. In
this regard, Zhao et al. [9] reported that there is no discernible difference in performance
between visual and auditory feedback. Furthermore, individuals with LV experience a
heightened sense of safety when provided with visual feedback. These findings have
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prompted the exploration of several studies focused on devices that offer visual cues for
wayfinding tasks.

However, devices based on visual feedback face several practical limitations. The use
of augmented reality (AR) cues through head-mounted displays (HMD) for visual feedback
poses challenges. AR glasses are yet to be widely adopted, and their real-world application
still faces several technical issues. Optical see-through AR HMDs are challenging to use
outdoors owing to visibility issues, while video see-through AR HMDs are unsuitable
for daily use owing to their heavy weight. In contrast, mobile navigation applications on
smartphones prove practical for both indoor and outdoor environments, offering services
across extensive regions [3]. Furthermore, individuals with LV often avoid using assistive
tools that are not commonly employed by the general population. Nonetheless, people
with LV often utilize smartphone navigation applications such as Google Maps when
performing wayfinding tasks.

However, smartphone navigation applications still face limitations when employed
for wayfinding tasks by individuals with LV. Central vision loss, often manifesting as a
scotoma and common in conditions such as AMD, is one of the most prevalent vision
loss conditions among individuals with LV [10]. The user interface (UI) of navigation
applications typically positions the current user’s location, surrounding information, view-
ing direction, and the desired path at the center of the display. Such an interface proves
inefficient for individuals with AMD. Recognizing this challenge, attempts have been made
to enhance the accessibility of smartphone application UIs for patients with AMD [11].
These enhancements enable easier access to visual information and smoother task execution
for these individuals. However, there remains a limited understanding of the accessibility
of wayfinding applications and the impact of enhanced UIs on the user experience of
individuals with LV.

In this study, we develop a new navigation interface, side UI for both map and AR
types, to enhance the accessibility and visibility of wayfinding information provided by
navigation applications for individuals with AMD. We assess the effectiveness of the
proposed approach by comparing task performance and user experience between the
traditional navigation UI and our proposed UI among visually impaired pedestrians. To
achieve this, we conduct a study involving 25 participants in a virtual environment, and
we compare their wayfinding task performance and their experiences using different
guidance UIs.

Our findings unequivocally demonstrate that the incorporation of a simple modifi-
cation in the newly proposed side UI result in expedited navigation to destinations and
a substantial enhancement of the overall user experience. Particularly noteworthy is the
significant improvement observed in both wayfinding performance and experience under
low-vision conditions when utilizing the modified map interface, the side Map UI. However,
the side AR UI does not manifest any discernible improvements in performance or user
experience when juxtaposed with the original AR guidance. These observations under-
score the efficacy of the side Map UI in enabling users with low vision to navigate outdoor
environments more swiftly and comfortably. The parallel wayfinding experience to that
of normal vision conditions signifies the refined map interface’s effective mitigation of
conflicts arising from vision loss. This proposed interface has showcased its potential as a
visual guidance tool for individuals with AMD. If our interface modification strategy is im-
plemented in widely used mobile navigation tools in daily life, we anticipate a substantial
enhancement in the practical wayfinding experience for individuals with AMD.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the methods
proposed to assist with wayfinding for individuals with LV and reviews the usability of
these methods, summarizing the ways in which their findings are incorporated into this
study. Section 3 provides a detailed explanation of the background behind the design of
the newly proposed route guidance system, as well as the virtual wayfinding environ-
ment constructed for usability evaluation. In Section 4, we outline the design of the user
study conducted to evaluate the usability of the guidance system, detailing the Research
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Questions and Research Hypotheses, as well as the independent and dependent variables.
Section 5 reports the results of the user study, analyzing the findings in terms of wayfinding
performance and user experience. Section 6 organizes the discussion based on the anal-
ysis results, stating the implications and contributions of this research. Finally, Section 7
concludes the study.

2. Related Works

In this section, we aim to review various prior works proposed to assist wayfinding for
individuals with LV and explain the strategy of incorporating their findings into our work.

2.1. Wayfinding Assist System for People with LV

The wayfinding function is multifaceted, demanding a myriad of tasks and abilities.
Wayfinding encompasses orientation, which involves recognizing the current location,
destination, and required route, ensuring smooth transit to the destination [12,13]. More-
over, it entails safely navigating without colliding with other pedestrians or obstacles [14].
Because of their visual impairment, individuals with LV frequently struggle not just to
perform each sub-task but also to execute multiple tasks simultaneously due to cognitive
capacity limitations [15]. Consequently, several approaches have been explored to assist
their wayfinding based on the feedback modality utilized.

2.1.1. Auditory and Haptic Feedback Systems

Auditory and haptic feedback types are frequently employed in assistive devices,
considering the difficulties individuals with LV face in perceiving visual information.
Additionally, devices providing multimodal feedback, integrating both auditory and haptic
modalities, are also identifiable.

Auditory feedback offers elements essential to wayfinding such as destination, way-
points, guidance direction, and obstacle information in audio modality to users with LV.
It can be categorized into verbal audio descriptions [5,6,16], which can deliver detailed
information, but carefully determine the levels of detail to prevent task conflicts, and non-
verbal audio feedback [17,18], predominantly using spatial audio for an intuitive perception
of destinations and guidance directions. Similarly, haptic feedback offers assistance by
translating necessary wayfinding information into haptic signals via wearable devices [7,8].
These wearables, adaptable to various body parts, require meticulous feedback design due
to the varied sensitivity of body parts. Devices that capitalize on multimodal feedback har-
ness the advantages of both auditory and haptic feedback, presenting more comprehensive
assistance to users with LV [4].

2.1.2. Audio Guidance Systems in Mobile Navigation

In the realm of guidance systems, several initiatives have harnessed the capabilities
of mobile phones and their embedded sensors to enhance wayfinding for individuals
with LV. Recognizing that mobile navigation devices stand out as most accessible and
frequently used tools for LV individuals in their daily lives [3], these systems have pro-
posed instructions to aid wayfinding through the provision of spatial audio and verbal
descriptions [19–22]. Ahemetovic et al. [19] introduced an innovative design for audio
feedback, enabling LV users to continuously and accurately navigate paths with precise
turns. This feedback has demostrated substantial improvements over traditional auditory
guidance, seamlessly assisting LV users in accurate turn-taking and path-following. While
auditory and haptic feedback can intuitively and descriptively support wayfinding, they
bear the drawback of impeding natural interaction with the surrounding environment.
Given the inclination of individuals with LV to utilize residual vision and perform tasks in
a natural manner [3], a need arises for assistive devices that employ visual feedback.
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2.1.3. Visual Feedback Systems

Devices using visual modalities enhance the accessibility of visual information for
users with LV, as their residual vision complicates the processing of such information. In
many cases, these devices utilize AR cues of HMDs to aid in making route guidance, way-
points, and destinations more perceivable [9,23–25]. While AR HMD-based path guidance
systems significantly assist individuals with LV in wayfinding, they pose challenges in
environments where AR cues are not clearly visible (i.e., outdoor environments due to
strong light). Furthermore, the proliferation of AR HMDs and glasses is still nascent, and
users with LV exhibit a preference for mainstream devices [3]. This renders AR HMD-based
systems impractical. Notably, mobile phone navigation applications are commonly used by
individuals with LV for daily wayfinding [3]. Additionally, there have been several studies
proposing mobile applications that offer visual guidance for individuals with LV [26,27].
Feedback from LV users who have experienced these tools consistently indicates that they
find such systems both attractive and useful. Considering this aspect, our study aims
to leverage visual modality feedback in a practical mobile navigation application as an
assistive tool for wayfinding. However, there is an imperative to refine the navigation
guidance interface to improve its accessibility to individuals with LV, ensuring efficient
conveyance of essential wayfinding information.

2.2. Mobile Application Accessibility for People with Low Vision

Individuals with LV often encounter challenges in perceiving the visual information
provided by mobile applications due to their own visual conditions. While the visual
conditions experienced by those with low vision are diverse, issues such as blurry vision
caused by cataracts can diminish their visual acuity. This reduction complicates their
ability to gather information from mobile applications and impedes their interaction with
interfaces [11,28]. To address this challenge, Choo et al. [28] proposed a design platform
solution to yield an accessible mobile interface specifically tailored for those suffering from
cataracts. Through this platform, UI expert designers were able to design mobile interfaces
that individuals with blurry vision could use with ease.

Beyond cataracts, disorders like AMD create a central scotoma, which hinders the use
of mobile applications. The central vision represents the area with the highest visual acuity
in the field of view. Thus, individuals with AMD face difficulties when closely observing
and interacting with mobile interfaces. To counteract these challenges, Hakobyan et al. [11]
presented a novel mobile application interface, coupled with design guidelines and usabil-
ity evaluations, aimed to facilitate easier usage by those with AMD. Their design approach
prioritized simplicity in the mobile interface, ensuring that interface elements (e.g., return
button) were positioned away from central scotoma, usually located at the display’s periph-
ery. Actual patients with AMD who utilized this newly designed mobile interface reported
better accessibility and found it more practical in their daily lives compared to traditional
mobile applications.

Drawing upon these findings, critical design considerations for mobile applications
intended for users experiencing central vision loss were identified. Furthermore, these
insights are being integrated into strategies for placing and adjusting navigation application
elements (e.g., user location, forward direction, and route in map type).

2.3. Low Vision Simulation

Simulating the experiences of individuals with disabilities is instrumental in fostering
empathy among others and in designing or evaluating methods to alleviate the challenges
posed by these disabilities [29]. Particularly in the context of simulating the visual condi-
tions of individuals with LV, such tools are employed during the design of appropriate
interfaces and in the evaluation of proposed interfaces and feedback mechanisms [28,30].

While LV simulations can be executed on static displays, numerous studies endeavor
to recreate the practical experiences of individuals with LV through the use of HMDs or
wearable glasses [28,30,31]. Zhang et al. [30] developed a wearable vision loss simulator
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using transparent displays, designed to familiarize designers with the experiences of
individuals with low vision. This simulator is able to emulate both central and peripheral
vision loss and it recreates the visual acuity and field of view reductions inherent to low-
vision conditions without inducing motion sickness or visual fatigue. This affirms its
potential as a tool allowing users empathizing with the visual conditions of those with
low vision. Additionally, Choo et al. [28] employed an HMD in a virtual environment to
simulate the visual conditions of those experiencing cataracts. This aided designers in
crafting mobile interfaces that were congruent with the visual conditions of individuals
with LV, ensuring accessibility.

LV simulations can thus be employed to determine whether the interface of a tool
is in conflict with the visual conditions of those with LV. Moreover, such simulations
address a persistent challenge in traditional LV research: the diverse visual conditions of
participants can often make statistical control elusive. By controlling the symptoms of the
target eye disease uniformly, researchers can derive more general findings based on a larger
participant pool.

Consequently, in the present study, we utilize simulation methods to ascertain whether
a navigation interface, designed to accommodate central scotoma, clashes with the visual
condition during the wayfinding process.

3. Method

The following section contains a description of the method used in this study.

3.1. Mobile Navigation Interface Design for Individuals with AMD

The design guidelines proposed by Hakobyan et al. [11] suggest that the mobile
interface should (1) avoid placing interface elements in the center and (2) be as clear and
prominent as possible. Original AR guidance typically provides users with a single AR cue
route that extends from the bottom to the center of the screen (see Figure 1A). In response
to this, we designed a side AR interface, which offers side route guidance indicating the
boundaries of the route to be traversed, rather than a central route (see Figure 1B). For the
map-type navigation interface, the user location, the direction to move in, and the upcoming
route are usually displayed in the center of the screen (see Figure 1C). Addressing this, we
designed a side map interface, where the user location and the starting point of the route
to be followed are displayed at the bottom rather than the center (see Figure 1D). While
the conventional interface design can obscure essential wayfinding information due to
central scotoma, utilizing the side interface approach helps to prevent conflicts between the
scotoma and interface elements.

Figure 1. Four types of navigation interfaces: (A) Original AR guidance, (B) Side AR guidance,
(C) Original map interface, and (D) Side map interface.

3.2. LV Simulation

Individuals with AMD predominantly experience visual conditions such as central
scotoma and reduced saturation. To closely replicate the visual experience of individuals
with LV who have central vision loss, our user study was constructed by a review of prior
research that utilized LV simulations [28,30,31]. Based on these insights, we implemented a
realistic representation of central vision loss and desaturation symptoms. Central vision
loss, which is a critical symptom of AMD, was emulated by obscuring the center of the
field of vision with an elliptical, black visual stimulus (see Figure 2C). The size and shape
of this obstruction were chosen concerning previous studies that simulated vision loss [30].
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The desaturation effect was achieved using the saturation function within Unity URP’s
post-processing effects (see Figure 2B) [31]. This visual stimulus impedes the perception of
information not only during mobile navigation but also when the surrounding environment
is being observed.

Figure 2. Depiction of the LV simulation progression: (A) Commencing with normal vision, followed
by the implementation of (B) desaturation effect and (C) central scotoma. The virtual wayfinding
environment is realized in (D) a digital twin of the actual pedestrian setting. (E) Experimental setup.

3.3. Wayfinding Environment

The virtual walking environment was developed using Unity (version 2019.4.18f LTS)
and entails a digital twin of a real environment spanning approximately 400 m × 380 m
(see Figure 2D). This virtual environment was displayed using the Vive Cosmos HMD by
Vive. To emulate the experience of utilizing mobile navigation for wayfinding outdoors,
this environment was incorporated into the virtual setting. The mobile guidance object,
providing the navigation application’s functionalities, was mapped to the HMD’s controller
appearing as a virtual mobile device. Users engaged with this virtual mobile phone to
execute wayfinding tasks. Within the virtual space, movement is facilitated through the
controller’s joystick, allowing forward or backward motion, and users can rotate within the
environment in alignment with their viewing direction (see Figure 2E).

4. Study Design

In this study, we aim to address the following research questions and hypotheses:

4.1. Research Question 1: "Does Central Scotoma Significantly Impede the Utilization of the
Conventional Mobile Guidance during Wayfinding Tasks for Individuals with Central
Vision Loss?"

• RH1.1: When utilizing conventional wayfinding guidance for navigation, conditions
with central vision loss demonstrate lower wayfinding performance compared to
those with normal vision.

• RH1.2: When utilizing conventional wayfinding guidance for navigation, conditions
with central vision loss demonstrate a worse user experience compared to those with
normal vision.

Mobile device applications play a pivotal role in aiding individuals with LV in various
daily tasks [3]. Nonetheless, conflicts stemming from their visual conditions often result in
a compromised usability experience compared to users with intact vision. Notably, central
scotoma obstructs the perception of information displayed centrally on mobile interfaces.
To ascertain whether this phenomenon also manifests during wayfinding using mobile
navigation, the study approaches this inquiry in terms of wayfinding performance (RH1.1)
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and user experience (RH1.2). To address this question, the study measures wayfinding per-
formance and user experience across varying visual conditions using identical wayfinding
guidance (i.e., normal vision with map UI vs. low vision with map UI).

4.2. Research Question 2: "Can the New Guidance Interface, Tailored to Mitigate Conflicts Arising from
Central Scotoma in Individuals with LV, Address the Challenges They Face during Wayfinding?"

• RH2.1: Utilizing the newly proposed guidance interface, even under the same low
vision conditions, leads to enhanced wayfinding performance and an improved user
experience.

• RH2.2: Utilizing the newly proposed guidance interface, individuals under a low
vision condition exhibit wayfinding performance and user experience comparable to
those with normal vision conditions.

Hakobyan et al. [11] developed an accessible application for individuals with AMD
experiencing central scotoma, ensuring that mobile interface conflicts were alleviated by
strategically positioning interface elements around the screen periphery. Based on this
principle, we hypothesized that providing wayfinding-related information on the screen’s
periphery may enable individuals with central vision loss to navigate more seamlessly
than before (RH2.1). Thus, our study aims to ascertain any observable shifts in wayfinding
experiences when the newly designed guidance is employed under low-vision conditions,
in contrast to previous systems (i.e., low vision with original map UI vs. low vision with
modified map UI). Furthermore, anticipating that resolving the conflict between the visual
condition and mobile interface could yield wayfinding experiences comparable to those of
normal-vision conditions, we established RH2.2 (i.e., normal vision with original AR UI vs.
low vision with modified AR UI).

To address these questions, we designed a navigation interface tailored for central
scotoma. Specifically, based on insights from the literature review, we modified the conven-
tionally used map type interface in original navigation, and to the AR type route guidance
interface, recent features in mobile navigation facilitated by advancements in AR technol-
ogy. Furthermore, to replicate the wayfinding experience of individuals of LV in our user
study, we implemented a virtual environment based on a digital twin map of an actual
environment and yielded a central vision loss simulation.

4.3. User Study

During the user study, participants undertook two categories of tasks: the Main and
the Interview tasks. The Main task required participants to wear an HMD and navigate
within a virtual environment. Six distinct wayfinding scenarios were formulated based on a
combination of interface types (map, AR) and interaction types (normal vision with original
UI, LV with original UI, and LV with side map UI) (see Figure 3). These scenarios were
designed around six unique routes, each approximating a distance of 300 m and comprising
four turns. Following the conclusion of each scenario, participants proceeded with the
Interview task, which involved mental map drawing and survey completion. Participants
were instructed to sketch the route they navigated during the preceding wayfinding task,
thereby gathering mental map data. The survey was structured as a questionnaire targeting
user experience, inclusive of NASA-TLX [32], SUS [33], IPQ [34], and SSQ [35].

4.3.1. Participants

The user study encompassed 25 participants aged between 21 and 33 years (Age;
M = 24.0, SD = 2.35, Male = 20, Female = 5). Only participants capable of performing daily
activities with the aid of optical devices were drawn from the pool of undergraduate and
graduate students currently enrolled at a university. Only two participants reported having
no prior experience with VR. The study was conducted while they wore their corrective
devices.
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Figure 3. Description and classification of the six conditions implemented for the wayfinding task,
based on accessibility, interface type, and visual condition.

4.3.2. Procedure

Essential demographic details of all participants were collected. Subsequently, we
provided explanations regarding the two task categories. Once it was ascertained that the
participants had an adequate understanding of the Main and Interview tasks, a preliminary
test of the experimental environment was initiated. Initially, participants wore the HMD to
ensure that the VR environment functioned appropriately. Subsequently, we introduced
the two navigation interfaces (map, AR) and briefed them on the information relayed by
each interface element. The functioning of the LV simulation—emulating central scotoma
and desaturation—was verified, and subsequently movement capabilities (advancement,
retraction, and rotation) within the virtual wayfinding environment were tested.

After testing, participants started on the Main task, followed by an interview concern-
ing their wayfinding experience. Once participants reached their destination, they removed
the HMD and used a tablet provided by the experimenter to sketch their navigational
route within the virtual environment and complete the assigned survey. Subsequently, they
wore the HMD again to prepare for the next scenario. To mitigate any sequence-related
biases, the order of Main task scenarios was randomized using a Latin square design.
The procedure was repeated for all six scenarios, culminating in the completion of the
experiment, which lasted approximately 40 min.

4.4. Metrics

To examine the wayfinding performance and user experience based on the factors
of interface type (map, AR) and interaction type (Normal Vision with Original UI, and
Low Vision with Original UI, Low Vision with side Map UI), we analyzed data collected
from the main task featuring six scenarios and the subsequent Interview task. Initially,
wayfinding performance was calculated by dividing the distance covered in the scenario
by the time taken. We evaluated the mental map data referencing the method presented
in Aginsky et al. [36] and Zhao et al. [9], aiming to verify the (1) length accuracy and
(2) turn correctness. Additionally, survey results were employed to measure the degrees of
workload [32], system usability [33], presence [34], and simulator sickness [35].
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4.5. Statistical Analysis

The data analysis procedure was as follows: First, outliers were addressed using the
Interquartile Range method. Subsequently, the Shapiro–Wilk test confirmed the normal
distribution of data across all measures. A two-way (factorial) repeated measure analysis
of variance (RM ANOVA) was conducted to identify interaction effects due to the two
factors. In addition, a one-way RM ANOVA was executed to compare the six conditions. In
cases where Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was violated, the Greenhouse–Geisser correction
adjusted the degrees of freedom. Pairwise comparisons were performed using the Bonfer-
roni post hoc test, with effect sizes of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 categorized as small, medium, and
large, respectively.

5. Results

In this section, we present the analysis of the impact on wayfinding experiences based
on two factors: the interface type (map, AR) used in mobile phone navigation applications,
and the interaction type (normal vision with original UI, LV with original UI, LV with side
UI), which is related to the user’s visual condition and the interface modification.

5.1. Wayfinding Performance

Through a factorial RM ANOVA analysis, we observed an interaction effect on
wayfinding performance based on the interface type and interaction type (F(2,32) = 17.079,
p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.516). Additionally, after conducting a one-way RM ANOVA analysis for
all conditions, significant differences were identified among the conditions (F(5,80) = 8.199,
p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.339) (see Figure 4A). In post hoc analysis, C6 (LV with side map) appeared
to exhibit a trend toward improved wayfinding performance when compared to C4 (LV
with original map), exhibiting a large effect size (C6–C4: t = 2.658, p = 0.142, d = 0.834). No
statistically significant difference was observed between C6 and C2 (normal vision with
original map UI), as the latter group comprised participants with a different visual condition
(C6–C2: t = 1.058, p = 1.000). Moreover, when comparing conditions using the AR UI with
central scotoma, C5, which offered a side AR, no significant difference from C3 was shown,
which provided the original AR (C5–C3: t = −1.654, p = 1.000). However, it presented
significantly lower performance compared to C1 (C5–C1: t = −5.636, p < 0.001).

Figure 4. Experimental results illustrating (A) wayfinding performance, as well as mental map’s (B)
turn correctness and (C) length accuracy. Statistical significance with p-value was marked as *, **, ***,
when p < 0.05, p < 0.005, p < 0.001.

These results imply that the side map interface is more effective in supporting indi-
viduals with LV in executing wayfinding tasks, yielding performance levels comparable
to those of individuals with normal vision. Conversely, individuals with LV who used
original AR guidance demonstrated significantly lower wayfinding performance compared
to that of individuals with normal vision, and changing the AR guidance did not lead to
performance enhancement.
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5.2. Mental Map
5.2.1. Length Accuracy

The interaction effect, which considered both interface type and interaction type, did
not yield significant results regarding the Length Accuracy of the Mental Map (F(2,42) = 1.671,
p = 0.200, ηp

2 = 0.074). Furthermore, no significant differences in Length Accuracy were
observed across all conditions (F(5,105) = 0.882, p = 0.496, ηp

2 = 0.040) (see Figure 4C).
These results indicate that neither the interface nor the interaction type significantly

influences the ability to perceive relative route segment lengths (between waypoints of
the entire route), nor does it significantly impact the construction of a mental map dur-
ing wayfinding.

5.2.2. Turn Correctness

In terms of the Turn Correctness of the Mental Map influenced by interface type and
interaction type, no interaction effect was observed (F(2,34) = 1.523, p = 0.231, ηp

2 = 0.083).
However, upon conducting a one-way RM ANOVA for all conditions, significant differences
among the conditions were observed (F(2.971,50.509) = 3.960, p = 0.013, ηp

2 = 0.189) (see
Figure 4B). Post hoc testing revealed that using the original map interface did not yield any
difference in turn correctness between normal vision and LV conditions (C4–C2: t = 1.105,
p = 1.000), and no difference was observed when using the side map interface (C4–C6:
t = 0.425, p = 1.000). Additionally, when employing the AR guidance, there were no
differences in turn correctness between distinct visual conditions C1 and C3 (C3–C1:
t = −1.275, p = 1.000) or between different interfaces C3 and C5 (C3–C5: t = 0.425, p = 1.000).
However, despite having the same LV condition, differences in turn correctness were
observed depending on the interface type (i.e., map vs. AR). Significant differences were
observed between AR guidance (C3) and Map interface (C4), which used the original UI
(C3–C4: t = −3.061, p = 0.044), as well as between conditions C5 (AR type) and C6 (map
type), which employed side UI (C5–C6: t = −3.061, p = 0.044).

These results indicate that the interaction type factor did not induce differences in the
turn correctness of the mental map. This suggests that the processes of perception, memory
recall during turning, and the formation of a mental map remained unaffected by these
factors. However, when the map interface was used under LV conditions, turn correctness
was higher compared to that of the AR interface. This infers that the map-type interface
facilitated participants in forming a mental map more effectively.

5.3. Workload

Based on interface type and interaction type, an interaction effect was observed
in the results of the NASA-TLX questionnaire (F(2,40) = 5.350, p = 0.009, ηp

2 = 0.211).
Additionally, a one-way ANOVA analysis of the results across all conditions revealed
significant differences among the conditions (F(5,100) = 6.275, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.239) (see
Figure 5A). When using the AR guidance for navigation, post hoc testing showed that
under normal vision conditions (C1) resulted in a significantly lower workload than the LV
conditions (C3, C5) (C1–C3: t = −3.788, p = 0.004) (C1–C5: t = −4.535, p < 0.001). In contrast,
when using the map UI for wayfinding, the workload of the condition under normal vision
(C2) was comparable to that under the LV conditions (C2–C4: t = −1.841, p = 1.000) (C2–C6:
t = −0.427, p = 1.000). Moreover, condition C1, which utilized AR guidance under normal
visual conditions, exhibited a significantly lower workload compared to all other conditions.

This indicates that wayfinding with AR guidance under normal visual conditions
resulted in the lowest workload. However, participants experienced a relatively higher
workload with a central scotoma. Moreover, regardless of visual condition, the map
interface consistently resulted in an increased workload.
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Figure 5. Experimental results illustrating (A) NASA-TLX, (B) SUS, (C) IPQ, and (D) SSQ. Statistical
significance with p-value was marked as *, **, ***, when p < 0.05, p < 0.005, p < 0.001.

5.4. System Usability

In the evaluation of the impact of interface type and interaction type on the SUS ques-
tionnaire results, no interaction effect was observed (F(2,26) = 2.899, p = 0.073, ηp

2 = 0.182).
A one-way RM ANOVA of all conditions for the SUS questionnaire revealed significant
differences (F(5,65) = 5.676, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.304) (see Figure 5B). Post hoc analyses indicated
that AR guidance in conditions with normal vision (C1) showed a medium effect size, for a
tendency of enhanced system usability compared to conditions with LV (C1–C3: t = 2.544,
p = 0.200, d = 0.741). However, side AR guidance did not result in an improvement in
system usability (C3–C5: t = −0.484, p = 1.000). Conversely, upon using side map interface,
the LV condition exhibited an increase in system usability, as indicated by a medium effect
size (C4–C6: t = −2.059, p = 0.652, d = −0.600).

This suggests that AR guidance experienced a notable decline in usability as visual
conditions deteriorated, and no significant enhancements were observed owing to the
interface modification. In contrast, the side map UI displayed an enhancement in usability
compared to the original map, indicating a more positive usability experience for participants
using the tailored wayfinding guidance system.

5.5. Presence

The results of the IPQ questionnaire, analyzed for interface type and interaction type
using a two-way RM ANOVA, revealed an interaction effect (F(1.990,33.826) = 6.118, p = 0.005,
ηp

2 = 0.265). Furthermore, an RM ANOVA analysis of all IPQ survey conditions revealed
significant differences (F(2.723,46.299) = 8.881, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.343) (see Figure 5C). Post hoc
comparisons indicated that when using original AR guidance for wayfinding, the normal
vision condition (C1) resulted in significantly higher presence than central vision loss
conditions (C1–C3: t = 5.355, p < 0.001; C1–C5: t = 4.229, p < 0.001). However, there was no
distinguishable difference in presence between the original AR guidance condition (C3) and
the side AR guidance condition (C5) (C3–C5: t = −1.126, p = 1.000). Similarly, a significant
difference in presence was observed between the two conditions with the original map
interface under differing visual conditions (C2–C4: t = 3.378, p = 0.017). However, the
condition using the side map interface under LV (C6) exhibited a trend towards increased
presence compared to the condition under the original map, with a medium effect size
(C6–C4: t = 2.472, p = 0.232, d = 0.611). Moreover, this presence level was comparable to the
condition with normal vision (C2–C6: t = 0.906, p = 1.000).

This result suggests that although original AR guidance delivers a wayfinding experi-
ence characterized by a heightened sense of presence under normal vision conditions, this
sense diminishes when a scotoma appears in the central region of their visual field. Similarly,
while wayfinding with the original map interface under normal vision conditions displayed
high presence, there was a notable decrease in presence under LV conditions. Nonetheless,
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wayfinding using the side map interface under LV conditions offered a presence experience
similar to normal vision with the original map, indicating an enhanced experience.

5.6. Simulator Sickness

In the analysis of the interaction effect between the interface and interaction type
factors on SSQ questionnaire results, no such effect was observed (F(2,34) = 2.874, p = 0.070,
ηp

2 = 0.145). However, when evaluating the results of all conditions in the SSQ survey
via a one-way RM ANOVA, significant differences between conditions were identified
(F(2.945,50.070) = 5.766, p = 0.002, ηp

2 = 0.253) (see Figure 5D). Post hoc analysis revealed that
under AR guidance, compared to the normal-vision condition (C1), two other conditions
(C3, C5) induced significantly higher VR sickness (C1–C3: t = −4.644, p < 0.001; C1–C5:
t = −3.534, p = 0.010). However, side AR interface (C5) did not alter sickness levels from
the original AR interface (C3) (C3–C5: t = 1.111, p = 1.000). Under conditions using the
map interface, compared to the normal -vision condition (C2), the other two conditions (C4
and C6) showed an increased tendency for sickness, as inferred from a small effect size
(C2–C4: t = −2.019, p = 0.699, d = −0.445; C2–C6: t = −1.918, p = 0.876, d = −0.422). The
difference in sickness between the two different map interface conditions under the same
visual condition was not observed (C4–C6: t = 0.101, p = 1.000).

These findings suggest that irrespective of the guidance type, conditions with LV con-
sistently exhibited higher sickness levels compared to those with normal vision. Moreover,
improvements in the interface did not lead to discernable changes in sickness levels.

6. Discussion
6.1. Wayfinding Performance Improvement with Side UI

Our study explored changes in wayfinding performance while utilizing side UI, a
navigation interface specifically designed to prevent conflicts with the central scotoma in
individuals with AMD.

Initially, the newly designed AR guidance, side AR, did not result in any significant
changes in wayfinding performance under LV conditions. Specifically, when employing side
AR for wayfinding, the performance decreased compared to the normal-vision condition,
with no discernible difference between this condition and the condition with the original
AR interface. This suggests that even the use of the side AR guidance did not substantially
affect the wayfinding performance under LV conditions, consistently exhibiting suboptimal
performance. These findings raise questions about the effectiveness of side AR UI in
addressing conflicts with central scotoma, given that it failed to effectively convey necessary
wayfinding information to users.

Conversely, the side map interface demonstrated improved wayfinding performance
compared to the original map interface in a LV condition. Moreover, when using side map
UI, participants who experienced central scotoma performed similarly with normal-vision
conditions. This implies that using the side map interface, individuals with LV can achieve
wayfinding performance comparable to those with normal vision. Consequently, the side
map interface appears to successfully circumvent the central scotoma, facilitating efficient
wayfinding by conveying information smoothly to users.

6.2. User Experience Changes by Tailored UI

Moreover, we investigated the influence of UI modifications on user experience. Ini-
tially, the side AR guidance yielded a user experience comparable to that of the original AR
guidance, indicating no discernible improvements. The strategic placement of various AR
guidance elements on the periphery, intended to avoid conflicts with the central scotoma,
did not appear to influence wayfinding performance or the overall user experience.

Conversely, modifications to the map type of navigation resulted in changes in the
user experience. Specifically, results from the SUS questionnaire revealed that the side
map interface scored higher than the original map, signifying enhanced navigation usability.
This suggests that while the conventional navigation interface displayed reduced system
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usability owing to conflicts with scotoma, our new map interface addressed these issues,
becoming more beneficial for LV users in wayfinding tasks. Additionally, the side map inter-
face exhibited greater presence compared to the original map interface under the same LV
condition, with presence levels comparable to those observed in normal-vision conditions.
This implies that while central scotoma in LV conditions previously decreased presence in
wayfinding owing to conflicts with the original map interface, the restructuring interface
covered this issue. Despite users experiencing LV conditions, the side map interface pro-
vided an experience of presence comparable to that of normal vision, indicating successful
conflict mitigation. Thus, our findings indicate that the side map interface can potentially
enhance the usability of navigation applications and yield a higher presence experience
that enables LV users to engage in wayfinding in a manner similar to individuals with
normal vision.

6.3. Contributions and Limitations

Previous studies have reported enhanced performance and user experience when
employing their proposed new interfaces compared to traditional navigation applica-
tions [19,22]. Although such comparisons confirm improvements in wayfinding experience
for those with LV by using their interface, they do not conclusively address the practi-
cality of the system. However, by contrasting the results with the performance and user
experience of individuals with normal vision, we can better address these concerns.

In this study, we not only assessed the improvements in wayfinding performance
brought about by our new interface, but also compared it to the performance of individuals
with normal vision. Specifically, even under LV conditions where central vision loss might
lead to conflicts with navigation interfaces, the use of side UI demonstrated wayfinding
performance akin to conditions of normal vision without such conflicts. Similarly, when
comparing wayfinding performance and some user experience metrics (e.g., workload and
system usability) between low-vision users with side UI and normal-vision users with the
original UI, it became evident that side UI significantly enhanced the wayfinding experience
for those with LV. These results suggest that if our strategy of modifying the original
guidance interface to side UI is applied uniformly to conventional navigation interfaces,
individuals with LV could reap substantial benefits in their daily navigation tasks.

Additionally, this work underscored the advantages of utilizing LV simulations in
research. Prior works faced challenges in recruiting a large number of LV participants
for their experiments, which hampered precise quantitative analysis and necessitated a
focus on qualitative analysis [20,22,37]. Moreover, instead of recruiting participants with
common symptoms, they often included participants with a range of visual impairments,
complicating the understanding and resolution of conflicts between the interface and
specific eye conditions [23]. While simulations that do not accurately reflect the visual
experiences of actual LV may produce misleading results, a meticulous LV simulation
approach enables a detailed and accurate analysis of LV experiences. In our study, we
employed an LV simulation to test side UI, and by analyzing data from a relatively larger
participant pool, we secured statistical evidence for the advantages of wayfinding using
side UI. Thus, utilizing LV simulations can aid in understanding the potential conflicts and
benefits that a proposed assistive system or interface may bring to the daily tasks of those
with LV.

This differential impact is presumed to result from the failure of the redesiged AR
guidance to address conflicts with central scotoma. Participant feedback further elucidates
issues with side AR guidance. For example, P5 noted that “compared to traditional AR
types, this (side AR) navigation disperses route information on both sides, making it difficult
to concentrate”. P11 also remarked that “in the case of this guidance (side AR), having route
information on both sides of the screen made it challenging to determine if that interface was
actually guiding the route”. Despite the intention of side AR to avoid conflicts with central
scotoma by positioning route guidance along the screen periphery, this strategy proved
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ineffective in mitigating conflicts. Therefore, additional efforts are necessary to modify AR
guidance in a manner more accommodating for individuals with central scotoma.

Our research has several limitations. First, we do not collect and report the wayfinding
feedback from individuals with LV who actually experience central vision loss. Instead of
examining the usability of the Side UI enhanced guidance system with individuals with
LV, we evaluate it within a simulated environment that mimics the visual experience of LV.
While this approach has been employed in prior studies and has its advantages in assessing
assistive technology [28,30,31], our study also endeavors to create an environment that
closely resembles the visual and walking experiences of LV based on references. However,
this simulated environment cannot be identical to the actual visual experience of individuals
with LV, and unexpected issues might arise. To overcome this limitation, it is necessary
to recruit actual participants with LV, even in small numbers, to gather feedback on the
assistive technology. Specifically, using the LV simulation environment as a method for
a pilot study to obtain statistical evidence that the proposed assist system improves task
performance and user experience, followed by recruiting participants with LV to collect
diverse feedback and make improvements, would enable a more accurate evaluation. By
following this two-step process in the evaluation of assist systems for individuals with LV,
future research can fully utilize the advantages of LV simulations while overcoming their
limitations, and foster various proactive attempts to develop useful assistive technologies.

The second limitation pertains to the characteristics of participants recruited for the
user study. Specifically, there was a tendency for an unbalanced gender ratio among the
participants in our user study. This issue could lead to gender biased results. Although
simulating visual and walking experiences might mitigate and control gender differences
in walking speed and experience, it remains a limitation of this study. Future research
should consider these aspects when recruiting participants and conducting evaluations to
prevent potential biases due to the characteristics of the participant group.

7. Conclusions

In this study, we explored mobile navigation and its interfaces to enhance assistance
for individuals with LV in their wayfinding tasks. Specifically, our goal was to address
the wayfinding challenges associated with central scotoma, a prevalent symptom in condi-
tions such as AMD, which hinders smooth navigation for those with LV. To mitigate these
challenges, we introduced a redesigned interface known as side UI. We then evaluated
the redesigned interface in a virtual environment replicating the wayfinding experiences
of individuals with LV, involving 25 participants in our study. Even for those with LV,
the side map navigation demonstrated performance and user experience comparable to
that of individuals with normal vision. However, the side AR guidance did not effectively
address the issues arising from scotoma, highlighting the need for an alternative guidance
design approach. Our research shed light on the conflicts that arise between navigation
interfaces and the symptoms of LV. By understanding these challenges and devising modi-
fication strategies to address them, we ascertained that an adapted interface enables LV
users to perform wayfinding swiftly and without discomfort. With the application of our
approaches and methodologies in practical mobile applications commonly used in daily
life, we anticipate that individuals with LV will be better equipped to seamlessly execute
their daily tasks.
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